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The Indian Technical Textile Association (ITTA)
organized a one day International Conference on
“Technology & Machinery Innovations for
Technical Textiles” held on 19th January, 2019at
Bombay Exhibition Centre, Mumbai. As one of the
activities on dissemination of knowledge on
technical textiles, ITTA organized conference solely
focused on the latest developments on technology
and machinery for technical textiles to encourage
current producers to expand &diversify new
entrepreneurs to invest in this segment, generate
ideas for Start-ups. This event was held parallel to
the 2nd Global Textile Technology & Engineering
Exhibition (GTTES 2019) organized by India ITME
Society from 18-19th January, 2019.
This conference was timed appropriately as just few
th
days back, on 15 Jan, both Ministry of Commerce &
Industries and Textiles have recognized it as a Sun
Rise Industry and officially notified 207 products as

technical textiles and gave a special Identity. These
207 HSN Codes are spread across many chapters.
This will now remove confusions in the mind of the
manufacturers and give a boost to the investment,
growth & ease of business in Technical Textile sector.
This was possible with great efforts put in during the
l a s t c o u p l e o f ye a r s by I T TA , I n d u s t r y
representatives and the Ministry of Textiles.
The event was inaugurated by Dr. K. S.
Sundararaman, Chairman, ITTA. Mr. Amit Agarwal,
Vice-Chairman, Mr. Pramod Khosla, Past Chairman
ITTA, Dr. Anup Rakshit, Executive Director of ITTA
and Mr. Ketan Sanghvi, India ITME Society also
graced the inaugural session. Mr. Sanghvi thanked
ITTA for organizing the fruitful conference for
encouraging the new innovations in the field of
Textile Technology & Machinery. He also said India
ITME Society will be happy to work together with
ITTA in future.

There were 11 speakers from Germany, France and
India who shared their rich experience and latest
information on the supply chain management,
marketing challenges, innovative technology and
machinery for nonwovens, woven, knitted and
advanced finishes and coating technologies.
The Conference started with the first Technical
Session on Innovations in Technology &
Machinery for production of various types

Mr. Elias Junker presented the topic on “A
Sustainable Solution to Post Consumer Textiles for
Automotive Nonwovens”. Different nonwovens
solutions for Automotive are blending lines for
fibers and polymers, Airlay Flexiloft, Airlay Flexiloft
+, Airfelt with Resin Felt Option and Airfelt. Above
solutions are used for different applications in
automotive sector.
“Latest Technology for the Production of Needle
Felted Nonwovens and their Applications” was
presented by Mr. Yogesh Garg. He covered various
non-woven products and their different
applications, manufacturing technologies starting
from Fibre Opening and Blending, Carding, Cross
Lapping, needle punching and finishing, brief about
various options available from DILO Group for
complete production process, concepts, products
and services, Latest products for highest standard of
production and quality like Vector Quadro Carding
Machines, DLSC Cross Lapper, Hyper Tex and many
others. And also discussed about the availability of
product development and research facilities at DILO

Nonwoven Fabrics and their applications. This
session witnessed the excellent presentations by the
speakers from India and abroad. They include Mr.
Elias Junker, LAROCHE SA, France, Mr. Yogesh Garg,
Dilo India, Mr. Sanjay Murabatte, Trutzschler
Nonwovens & Man-Made Fibers, Germany and Mr.
Pradeep Deshpande, Hi-Tech, China. Dr. Anup
Rakshit, Executive Director, ITTA felicitated the
speakers.

Head office in Germany and services offered by DILO
from their office in India.
Mr. Sanjay Murabatte spoke about the “Innovative
Solutions and Machinery for Hygiene Applications”.
Nonwovens are used for different applications i.e.
personal care, home & daily life and industrial end
uses. It has a lot of advantages i.e. make products last
longer, increase safety, improve functionality, save
time, reduce costs and simplify life. They
emphasized about the different nonwovens
technologies' and their different applications.
Spunlacing - wipes, cosmetic pads, femcare,medical
textiles,filter media, automotive headliner,
Thermobonding- Top and back sheet, ADL for
diapers, insulation for automotive, Chemical
bonding ADL for diapers, Needling- Carpets, wipes,
geotextiles, filter media, technical felts, automotive.
And also briefed about the making of the
conventional wipes and cotton nonwovens.
Mr. Pradeep Deshpande presented the topic on “Cost
effective approach to Innovations in Spunlace

Technology and Machinery”. He talked about the
spunlace principal and its applications such as
lining material, artificial leather substrate, wipes
etc. Areas for innovations for cost effective
manufacture of spunlace fabrics are saving in Power
Consumption by Optimum Water-Jet Design &
Vacuum Suction Slit Size and Pattern, saving in
Water Consumption, reduction in Heating Resource
consumption by Air-through Dryer uses Direct
Burning, reduction in Running and Maintenance

“Marketing Challenges for Technical Textiles” was
presented by Mr. Avinash Mayekar. He emphasized
about the Global Technical Textiles market which is
projected to reach $193 Bn. by 2022 and Indutech,
Mobiltech, Packtech, Buildtech & Hometech are the
5 major applications, which represents 2/3 of world
Technical Textiles market. Packtech is the major
application with 42% share in total Technical
Textiles market in India. It also highlighted the
different challenges for technical textiles i.e.
marketing, product knowledge, certification &
testing and unawareness. Technology Solutions can
be found by comparing technologies from
Developed Countries & Underdeveloped Countries.
Mr. Amir Sheikh presented the topic on “Industry
4.0-An approach towards Smart Factory”. Industry
4.0 is an Industrial revolution based on cyberphysical-systems and its components are
Augmented reality (AR), Cloud computing,
Simulation, Autonomous robots, Additive
manufacturing, Big data, System Integration, Cyber

costby using the Best Brand Parts and reduced
Management Cost through online supervision
system.
The Second Technical Session on Supply chain
management and Marketing challenges in
Technical Textiles. The session includes the
presentation from Mr. Avinash Mayekar, Suvin
Advisors and Mr. Amir Sheikh, Gherzi Consultancy.
The Speakers were felicitated by Dr. K. S.
Sundararaman, Chairman, ITTA.

security and Internet of Things (IoT). It has broken
the old traditional value chain which is now called as
“New-Potential” value chain within Industry 4.0 –
eliminate gatekeepers and middlemen (From raw
materials Old & “disruptive” technologies
consumer). For example, the largest online retail
store- Amazon has adopted the industry 4.0 for
increasing its business which has given a positive
effect to Amazon.
The Third Technical Session on Innovations in
Technology & Machinery for production of various
types woven and knitted Technical Textile Fabrics
and their applications. This session has
presentations by the speakers from India and
abroad. They include Mr. Hagen Lotzmann, Karl
Mayer, Germany, Mr. Salil Shah, Prashant Gamatex
and Mr. P. Kasiviswanathan, Picanol India. Mr. Amit
Agarwal, Vice-Chairman, ITTA felicitated the
speakers.

Mr. Hagen Lotzmann presented on “Warp Knitting
for Technical Textiles”. In this session many weft
insertion machines were discussed i.e. Tricot
®
machines WEFTTRONIC IIHKS/TM WEFT and
Raschel machines- WEFTTRONIC® II RS& RS MSUS –
G (HG) / RS MSUS – V. It also highlighted about
Textile reinforced concrete and its advantages are 4
times lighter, upto 80% material saving, CO2
reduction, higher lifetime, 6 times stronger & 24
times efficient. It is used in the following
applications such as Precast concrete parts e.g. for
bridges or pavillion, Parts for modular
constructions and Rear-ventilated curtain walls.
Also explained about the Non crimp fabrics
machines- BIAXTRONIC® CO / COP BIAX 2 & COP
®
MAX 4 / MAXTRONIC , Fibre spreading machinesUD 500 / UD 700 and Processing of spread tapesCOP MAX 5 with its different applications.
“Latest Innovation on Technology and Machinery on
production of all segment of Technical Textile for
weaving preparatory” was presented by Mr. Salil
Shah where he mentioned the latest innovations of
warp preparation systems for woven fabrics. Firstly
it talks about the sectional warping machines for
technical textiles and the 2 latest developed models
are Technical Textiles – Techtronic (higher beaming
tension: up to 60 KN) which is used for the
production of very heavy weight fabrics which
comprises of course denier/ count yarns of high
tenacity material like Kevlar/ PP- HDPE spun yarns,
etc. and Lasertronic Plus which are suitable for

almost all 12 groups of Technical textiles (for light to
medium weight fabric). Secondly, Polybeamer – for
weaving of HDPE/PP tape yarns for flat fabrics.
Mr. P. Kasiviswanathan talked about the “Innovations
in weaving for Technical Textiles”. He mentioned that
globally 8% of Technical textiles consumption in
tons/year and represents about 15 % of total
revenue in value.He explained about the high tech
rapier weaving machines such as OptiMax-I which is
used to weave the para-aramid fibers i.e. Kevlar,
Teijin Twaron, Kolon Heracron, etc. Some of the
properties of the machine are DWC low inertia
backrest, Ecofill Waste-less on LHS and 3 cm waste
only on RHS. He also talked about the Agrotextiles
market which is switching to wider widths machine.
He said the new GPG guided Positive Gripper is used
in projectiles machine which offers high speed,
simple to operate and maintain, more versatile and
cheaper. This machine is used for making the antihail fabric.
The Fourth Technical Session on Advanced
Finishing & Coating technologies and processes
gives functionality and value to the technical
textile products which includes presentation from
Mr. Stephan Kehry, Mahlo, Germany and Mr. Alex
Dhanadurai, Archroma India. The Speakers were
felicitated by Mr. Amit Agarwal, Vice-Chairman,
ITTA.

“Technical Textiles: Guidelines for a smooth
production” was presented by Mr. Stephan Kehry. He
emphasized about the importance of technical
textiles, its risks such as skew fabric, Reprocess,
Claims, Reputation and High cost (energy), its
chances such asstraight fabric, cut down energy
costs, right first time – quality management systems,
increased efficiency, good price level and growth
rate 4% p.a. and also about the Industry 4.0: starting
the future in control and its capabiliites.
Mr. Alex Dhanadurai spoke on “Advances in
Functional Finishes- Performance that cares”. The
presentation highlights about the different finishes
used for Technical textiles. Silicone Coatings –
Appretan S series find a large application area in the

protective, industrial, construction, automotive and
sports/leisure segment. Appretan®- Water based
polymer dispersions for textile and nonwoven and
Pekoflam®- Eco-advanced flame retardants for
consumer protection. Wide range of halogen free
flame retardant HFFR for various applications such
as Protective & military wear, Automotive &
Transportation, Furnishing / home textiles and
Construction materials/ industrial nonwovens.
The conference received over whelming response
and attended by more than 200 delegates from the
technical textile Industry, potential investors,
number of graduate & post-graduate students and
teachers from various textile and management
universities and colleges.

FEEDBACK FROM THE PARTICIPANTS
The feedback from the participants was very
encouraging and most of them mentioned that their
experience was overwhelming and the participation
in the Conference was very useful.The topics

covered, speakers present and quality of discussion
were very relevant in the context of encouraging the
innovations in the field of Textile Technology &
Machinery.

Union Textiles Minister released 207 HSN
codes for Technical Textiles (Booklet
attached) during the National Conclave on
Technical Textilesheld on 29th January, 2019
at The Taj Mahal Palace & Tower Hotel in
Colaba, Mumbai, which is expected to act as a
catalyst for achieving the market size of up to
Rs 2 lakh crore by 2020-21.Following points
were also highlighted by Smt. Irani during the
event1. The job-giving potential of the
technical textiles sector is huge; every Rs. 1
crore investment generates 70 jobs, which
will lead to growth in sectors such as
research, education and facilities such as
testing labs as well.
2. To help the potential investors to enter into
technical textiles, ministry has set up 11
Focus Incubation Centres (FIC) in the
country.
3. Under the aegis of textile ministry, 40
geotextile projects for roads, water
reservoirshave been undertaken.
4. 54 Agro textile demonstration centresin
North east& other districts in India had
opened which are expected to benefit 900
million farmers in the country and also
distributed kits to the farmers.
5. The government is poised to unleash close
to 1.5 lakh to health and wellness centres
across the country. These will be in need of
medical textiles.
6. 530 prototype samples in Technical Textiles
have already been developed under the
Textile Ministry in the past 4 years.

7. 8 centres of excellence have already been set
up at the cost of Rs 140 crore.
8. 22,000 Indians have been trained in
technical textiles in the past 3-4 years and
about 650 conclaves and seminars at ground
level have been organized.
9. Ministry will be setting up an Innovation
Centre for technical textile in the hub of the
national capital next month with the support
of the industry.
10. Ministry had constituted a committee under
V K Saraswat to give recommendation on
research and development plan for the
future growth of technical textile and
specially preparing a way forward for high
performance speciality fibres in India.
Speaking on the occasion, Secretary, Ministry of
Textiles, Mr. Raghavendra Singh said that the
government is taking a number of steps for the
technical textiles sector. The sector is given
importance at the highest level. There are many
more measures in the offing, such as giving
weightage to technical textiles in government
tendersand the Ministry has initiated the latest
technical textiles baseline survey to estimate the
industry size.

The Conclave covered the five Panel Discussionson
“Administrative Consolidation of Technical Textile
Items, Manufacturing Possibilities and Import
Substitution, Benefit of Standardization and Global
Best Practices, Mandating Technical Textiles Codes
for New India, Investment Opportunity in Technical
Textiles Sector and Research & Development in

Technical Textiles”. MOT invited number of ITTA
Member companies to present industry view points
as panelists, namely- Khosla Profil, Tarasafe
International, Executive Director of ITTA, Kusumgar
Corporates, Reliance, Welspun, Strata Geosystems
and Arvind.

Vice President Gives Away Textiles Awards
The Vice President of India, Shri. M Venkaiah Naidu
conferred awards on 17 persons for their

outstanding contribution in different fields of
textiles sector at National ConclaveAccomplishment and Way Forward for textiles
sector in New Delhi on 6th January 2019.
Speaking on the occasion, Shri. Naidu said that the
textiles sector is playing a pivotal role in the
economy and it needs to be recognized and
respected by all. He said that the Textiles Ministry
has taken several initiatives during the last 4 and
half years, which will yield rich dividends and help
India become one of the three largest economies of
the world. He expressed hope that the felicitation of

awardees will inspire others to do more to get
recognition. He also said that there is no dearth of
talent in the country and the only thing that is
needed is to tap the available talent by proper
skilling and encouragement. Shri Venkaiah Naidu
stressed on improving the quality of products to
become competitive in international markets and
called upon the textiles industry to create brand for
Indian textiles products.
Union Minister of Textiles, Smt. SmritiZubinIrani, in
her address said that the Textiles Ministry is for the
first time giving awards to people who have made
significant contribution to textiles sector. She said
that the Textiles Ministry will address the issues
flagged during the day long 'National Conclave on
Accomplishments and Way Forward for Textiles
Sector' which concluded with award ceremony
presided over by the Vice President of India.
Earlier in the day, the National Conclave was
inaugurated by the Union Textiles Minister. It was
also addressed by the Minister of State, Shri. Ajay
Tamta and Textiles Secretary,Shri. Raghvendra
Singh. The inaugural session was followed by panel
discussions on Technical textiles, ease of doing
textiles business, handicrafts, access to global
markets and supply chains and fashionizing weaves.
MOT invited Dr. K. S. Sundararaman, Chairman, ITTA
& Mr. Mahesh Kudav, Venus Safety and Health Pvt.
Ltd. as panelists to present industry viewpoints on
the topic-“Technical Textiles- Exploring new
horizons”.
Many of the ITTA Members were felicitated with the
outstanding achievers for their best innovations in
Textile sector during the event namely- Ferreterro
India Pvt. Ltd., Venus Safety and Health Pvt. Ltd.,
BTRA, Khator Technical Textiles.

st

The meeting was held on 31 January, 2019 in
Mumbai with the Senior Officials of US Consulate
General. The meeting was attended byi. Mr. Suresh Kotak, Chairman, Indo-American
Chamber of Commerce (IACC) Textile Forum
ii. Mr. Arvind Sinha, Advisor, IACC Textile Forum
iii. Dr. Anup Rakshit, ED, Indian Technical Textiles
Association of India
iv. Ms. Carla Menendez, Acting Principal
Commercial Officer, US Commercial Service,
US Consulate, Mumbai
v. Ms. Noella, Monteiro, Commercial Specialist,
US Commercial Service, US Consulate,
Mumbai
vi. Ms. Jigna Mehta, Commercial Specialist, US
Commercial Service, US Consulate, Mumbai
vii. Ms. Trupti Pawar, Additional Director, IACC
viii. Mr. Satya Rath, Deputy Director, IACC
Highlights of discussion-

1. IACC Textile Conference is scheduled in
March 2019 and the conference program is
in planning stage.
2. Dr. Rakshit informed that there is huge
requirement of specialized fibers/filaments
in India such as Aramid, carbon, glass.
Initiatives can be taken by US Dept of
Commerce to make available these products
in India. Necessary details have been given to
the Officials of US Commercial Services in
Mumbai.
3. Conference should have dedicated session
on Technical Textiles.
4. US Commercial Services suggested to
organize a webinar session, where
interested textile investors from India can
interact with Select Investors from USA in
related field of textiles.

Dundee-based Iron Ocean has worked with the Oil &
Gas Innovation Centre (OGIC) and Heriot-Watt
University based in Scotland to develop the
Centurion 3, an offshore survival system. It
comprises a three-layer upper body garment that
produces heat when immersed in cold water and is
designed to be worn under the traditional offshore
survival suit. The three layers are tear resistant, fire
retardant and compression fit, making the
Centurion 3 less bulky and restrictive compared to
traditional suits, and giving the wearer increased
mobility and protection. Current garments worn
under the survival suit do not provide active heating.
Consequently, immersion into the cold waters of the
North Sea, for instance, causes the body
temperature of the wearer to decrease very rapidly,
with an estimated life expectancy of 10–12 minutes.
By comparison, the newly developed material
incorporated into Centurion 3 immediately
activates when in contact with water and produces a
heat output above the average body temperature for
more than 20 minutes. The self-heating material
therefore allows the wearer to retain body heat,

America based Avgol, a global leader in the
manufacture of lightweight nonwoven fabric
solutions, had launched a new range of breathable
nonwoven fabrics which exceed the performance of
current commercially available Spunmelt SMS
materials.
Mr. Nick Carter, Director, Market Business
Intelligence and Intellectual Property, at Avgol, said:
“The enhanceFIT™ family is being developed to
meet evolving product designer needs for lighter
weight fabrics, having improved elasticity, barrier
and breathable performance properties. This family
is based on multiple technology platforms that allow
Avgol to tailor fabric performance for the needs of
specific markets, includinghygiene, medical and

during a critical period, preventing the fatal effects of
cold water immersion.
Mr. Simon Lamont, founder of Iron Ocean, and
former industry health and safety manager, said:
“With all of our prototype garments now complete,
the next step for us is to introduce the Centurion 3 to
market so it can begin saving lives offshore. There is
also great potential to bring this innovative
technology to other industries including leisure,
military and maritime to improve safety in harsh
environments.”
The development of the Centurion 3 involved two
phases of research co-funded by OGIC. Phase one
saw the development of the water-triggered heatgenerating materials, which led to Phase two, in
which the heat-storage material was further
developed for use within the prototype Centurion 3
garments.
[Source-https://www.ogic.co.uk/saving-lives-

offshore/]

industrial applications.
The enhanceFIT™ Breathe is the first in a line of new
fabric solutions resulting from Avgol's recent
developments in new assets and technology.The
fabrics demonstrate enhanced uniformity with
corresponding improvements in barrier, appearance
and coverage in materials less than 25 gsm, without
relying on cumbersome submicron filament
fabrication methods. In practical applications, down
gauged fabrics are now available that have
previously required higher basis weights to achieve
air permeability specifications.
[Source-https://www.avgol.com/avgol-launchesenhancefit-breathe-range/29]

A team of scientists from Imperial College London
has developed technology to print metals such as
silver, gold and platinum onto natural fabrics and
shown that it could be used to incorporate batteries,
wireless technologies and sensors into fabrics like
paper and cotton textiles. This may be used in
clothing for monitoring health.

covered them in microscopic particles of silicon, and
then submerged the material into a solution
containing metal ions. This preparatory process,
known as SIAM (Si ink-enabled autocatalytic
metallisation), allows metals to 'grow' throughout
the material as the ions are deposited on the silicon
particles.
This approach coats metal throughout the fabric,
allowing paper and textiles to maintain their ability
to absorb water and their flexibility alongside
providing a large metallic surface. These properties
are important to the functioning of many advanced
technologies, particularly sensors and batteries,
where ions in solution must interact with electrons
in metals.

Scientists says ultimately these technologies could
be used for new classes of low-cost medical
diagnostic tools, wirelessly powered stickersensors to measure air pollution or clothing with
health monitoring capabilities.The team involved
researchers from the Departments of
Bioengineering, Chemistry and Physics at Imperial.
The research was funded by the Wellcome Trust, the
Engineering and Physical Sciences Research Council
(EPSRC), UK and the London based Royal Society.
Metals have been printed onto fabrics, but until now
the process has essentially coated the fabric with
plastic which renders the fabric waterproof and
brittle.To coat the fibres, the researchers first

Having proven that the method works, the
researchers demonstrated its ability to fabricate the
elements required for some advanced technologies.
For example, they created silver coil antennas on
paper, which can be used for data and power
transmission in wireless devices such as Oyster
cards and contactless payment systems. The team
also used the method to deposit silver onto paper
and then added zinc onto the same paper to form a
battery.According to the researchers, sensors
fabricated within natural fabrics would be cheaper,
easy to store and transport, and ultimately could be
used in clothing that monitors health.
[Source-https://www.imperial.ac.uk/news
/189832/smart-fabrics-made-possible-metaldeposition/]

A fabric can harvest body heat to power small wearables
Scientists from the University of Massachusetts,
Amherst, USA have developed a fabric that can
harvest body heat to power small wearable
electronic devices such as activity trackers. Though
wearable biosensors and data transmitters for
personalized health monitoring have been
developed, they require a lot of energy, while power

sources can be bulky and heavy.The work has been
supported by the National Science Foundation and
by the David and Lucille Packard Foundation.
Scientists have explained that body heat can produce
power by taking advantage of the difference between
body temperature and ambient cooler air, a
“thermoelectric” effect. Materials with high

electrical conductivity and low thermal conductivity
can move electrical charge from a warm region
toward a cooler one in this way.Some studies has
shown that small amounts of power can be
harvested from a human body over
an eight-hour workday, but the
special materials needed at
present are either very expensive,
toxic or inefficient, researchers
said.
"What we have developed is a way
to inexpensively vapour-print
biocompatible, flexible and
lightweight polymer films made of
everyday, abundant materials onto
cotton fabrics that have high enough thermoelectric
properties to yield fairly high thermal voltage,
enough to power a small device," the scientist said.
The researchers took advantage of the naturally low
heat transport properties of wool and cotton to
create thermoelectric garments that can maintain a
temperature gradient across an electronic device
known as a thermopile, which converts heat to
electrical energy even over long periods of
continuous wear.

The researchers created their all-fabric thermopile
by vapour-printing a conducing polymer known as
PEDOT-Cl onto one tight-weave and one mediumweave form of commercial cotton fabric.They then
integrated this thermopile into a
specially designed, wearable band
that generates thermo-voltages
greater than 20 milliVolts when
worn on the hand.
T h e re s e a rc h e r s t e s t e d t h e
durability of the PEDOT-CI coating
by rubbing or laundering coated
fabrics in warm water and assessing
performance by scanning electron
micrograph.This showed that the
coating "did not crack, delaminate or mechanically
wash away upon being laundered or abraded,
confirming the mechanical ruggedness of the
vapour-printed PEDOT-CI."
Source-https://indianexpress.com/article/
technology/science/new-fabric-can-harvestbody-heat-to-power-small-wearables-showsresearch-5551912/]
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The Cabinet Committee on Economic Affairs,
chaired by the Prime Minister Shri Narendra Modi,
has given its approval to the proposal of the
Department of Commerce for including merchant
exporters under the Interest Equalisation Scheme
(IES) for Pre and Post Shipment Rupee Export Credit
by allowing them interest equalisation rate of 3% on
such credit for export of products covered under
416 tariff lines identified under the scheme. The List
is available on ITTA's website.
The Office of the DGFT has issued Trade Notice No.
st
45/2018- 19 dated 1 February, 2019 informing the
members of Trade about Interest Equalisation
Scheme (IES) for pre and post Shipment Rupee
Export Credit and its expansion.
The proposal will entail benefits of around Rs 600
crore to exporters on interest equalisation, for the
remaining period of the scheme. Inclusion of
merchant exporters in the scheme is expected to
make them more competitive, encouraging them to
exports more products manufactured by MSMEs
adding to country's exports. Additional exports by

Department of Handlooms and Textiles,
Government of Tamil Nadu and Sardar Vallabhbhai
Patel International School of Textiles and
Management (SVPITM) jointly organised a seminar
on technical textiles and its opportunities in defense
sector at Codissia trade fair complex, Coimbatore on
Jan 28, 2019. It was part of the Tex TN, textile
product exhibition. The existing and budding textile
entrepreneurs in and around Tamil Nadu were the
target audience. A total of 180 existing and budding
textile entrepreneurs from in and around Tamil

them will increase production by MSME giving a fillip
to employment generation as MSME are generally in
the employment intensive sectors.
Exporting community has been persistently
demanding inclusion of the merchant exporters also
in the ongoing scheme. Merchant exporters play an
important role in finding overseas markets, getting
ex p o r t o rd e r s , c o m m u n i c a t i n g to M S M E
manufacturers the current preferences, trends and
demand for products in international export
markets. Merchant exporters also play a pivotal role
in exports of MSME manufacturers as MSME
manufacturers export significant quantity of
products through merchant exporters. High cost of
credit equally impact their competitiveness also as
they factor the high interest costs in their export
costing.
The above detail is also available in ITTA web site
(www.ittaindia.org).
[Source - http://pib.nic.in/newsite/PrintRelease.
aspx?relid=187067]

Nadu participated in the event.
The seminar was delivered by two expert speakers
namely, Ms. Neha Kapil, senior scientific officer,
North Indian Textile Research Association (NITRA),
Centre of Excellence for Protech, Ghaziabad and Dr. R
Indu Shekar, scientist F, Defense Bio Engineering and
Electro Medical Laboratory (DEBL), Defense
Research and Development Organisation (DRDO),
Bangalore.
The topic, 'NITRA Initiative in protective textiles:

special attention on riot control body protector' was
presented by Ms. Kapil where she briefed the
participants on the various features that a garment
should include so that it can be used as riot control
body protectors. She introduced various services
offered by NITRA.

various products that are part of the protective
systems for aerospace applications, the various
finishes that is essential for the protective garment,
uses of phase change materials to counter the
fluctuating temperature changes, effect of various
hazards if the protection is not sought. He also
discussed the various opportunities present for
entrepreneurs with reference to the new
developments in textile defence sector.

The topic, 'Design and development of personal
protective clothing, protective systems and life
saving equipment for aerospace applications' was
presented by Dr. Shekar. During his speech he
briefed the participants on the Integrated Life
Support System (ILSS). He also explained the

[Source-https://www.technicaltextile.net/news
/tn-govt-svpitm-organise-seminar-on-technicaltextiles-247093.html]

India's Arvind Limited recently formed a Joint
venture(JV) with Turkey's laminated composite
panel maker Polser AS for manufacturing
corrugated and plain fiberglass sheets to cater to the
construction sector in India and abroad. The new
entity, Arvind Polser Reinforced Composite Panels
Limited, will have a 60:40 equity participation from
Arvind and Polser respectively.

preparation, pharmaceutical, and medical settings
where sanitary and highly cleanable walls are
required. The panels will be typically one-half the
cost of ceramic tiles and would be easier to keep
clean. The panels will also serve as construction
material for cooling towers, agriculture and
livestock, hygiene, hospitality and automotive
industry.

The manufacturing plant will be set up at
Ahmedabad, said Mr. Ashish Kumar, CEO Arvind
Advanced Materials Division and Envisol, Arvind
Limited. "The company is keen to scale up its
advanced material division to Rs 5,000 cr in 5-10
years," Kumar said.

Mr. Ahmet Cinar, MD, Polser AS, added: “The building
and construction industry is always on the lookout
for new materials. Composite sheets offer long life,
high strength-to-weight ratio and formability, which
make them ideal for use in many different
applications.

Our partnership would enable us to provide next
[Source- https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/
generation materials to the construction industry by
industry/miscellaneous/arvind-announces-jv-withreplacing traditional metals like steel, wood, asphalt
turkish-polser-as/articleshow/67757057.cms]
shingles. Arvind Polser Reinforced Composite
Panels will also be highly beneficial for food

SGS has enhanced its laboratory testing services at
Manesar (Gurgaon), India, to provide airbag testing.
The laboratory is equipped with a world-class static
deployment system, high-speed cameras and LED
lighting to cater to the test requirements of OEMs in
the automotive industry.
An increasing number of road accident fatalities is

accelerating the demand for reliable automotive
safety features. Stricter safety regulations
introduced by government bodies and increasing life
expectancy are also growing the global airbag
market. The Indian Ministry of Road Transport &
Highway has mandated driver-side airbag for all
passenger vehicles from July 2019.

In response, the SGS laboratory in India now offers
airbag testing services. The SGS Manesar laboratory
is recognized by the National Accreditation Board
for Testing and Calibration Laboratories (NABL) for
conformance to ISO/IEC 17025. Additionally, the
laboratory is also recognized by globally renowned
automotive companies, such as Ford, Renault,
Suzuki, Toyota and Volkswagen.
With its global network of testing facilities, SGS
delivers a full spectrum of automotive testing
services. In India, SGS has three automotive testing

laboratories operational at Chennai, Manesar and
Pune. Equipped with the latest technology and
equipment, these laboratories offer the necessary
expertise and capabilities to perform testing for
metal and polymer materials, dynamics, vibration,
corrosion, VOC, on-board electronics and substances
of concern.
[Source-https://www.sgs.com/en/news/2019/
02/sgs-laboratory-in-india-offers-airbagtesting-services]

PAR FILTERS PVT. LTD., MUMBAI
Par Filters are into manufacturing of Technical textiles especially Filter fabrics, Interlining fabrics, Insect
nets, HDPE mesh, woven geotextiles, etc. They have sectional warping, Dornier looms, Laxmi ruti C looms
and pirn winding machines.

SOUTHERN ENTERPRISES, CHENNAI
Southern Enterprises are the manufacturer of water based Adhesives/Acry

A

Strata Geosystems, a global leader in the soil
reinforcement industry, opened doors to its newest
state-of-the-art manufacturing facility at Daheli,
th
Gujarat on February 11 , 2019 aimed at meeting the
growing demand for geosynthetic products in India
and around the globe. “We buy yarn and deliver
bridges” said Ashok Bhawnani, Founding Director.
“Geogrids reinforcing soil is analogous to steel
reinforcing concrete and this technology is not only
being used for ramp construction for flyover
crossings but even for landfills, mining dykes and
several other engineered structures” adds Narendra
Dalmia, CEO & Director.
Further reiterating its commitment to India and
Prime Minister Modi's Make in India vision, this new
facility will be the largest for geogrid manufacturing
and will not only provide sufficient capacity to cater
to India's demand but also strengthen existing
export capabilities across the world. Apart from
capacity, the plant will provide the widest geogrid,

made on 245” knitting machines, very high strength
products and will improve on technical parameters
like enhanced stress strain values. The facility,
located over 10 acres, houses proprietary coating
machines, efficient material handling capabilities,
and an advanced laboratory which will be accredited
with global standards.
The plant has been built using technical textiles for
the factory flooring, internal roads, water-proofing,
slopes and embankments, parking lots, and several
other engineered applications as a testament to their
benefits and showcasing for all visitors. The
inauguration of this plant is a milestone for the
country's technical textile sector and a key step
towards global expansion not only for Strata but also
for India in the geosynthetics arena. This plant is
dedicated to the pioneering efforts by Ministry of
Textiles for their encouragement to technical textiles
and lending support in mandating them in various
user ministries.

